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JEM-X data analysisJEM-X data analysis
_ JEM-X - the X-ray monitor of INTEGRAL

_ What can we do with JEM-X ?

_ Running the pipeline jemx_science_analysis

_ Data products - images and spectra

_ JEM-X spectra in XSPEC

_ Summary
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ISGRI:
20-400 keV
fov: 9º x 9º
12 arcmin

JEM-X:
2-30 keV
fov: 5º, 3 arcmin
FWHM ~0.3 keV

SPI:
20-8000 keV
fov: 16º
2º resolution
1.3 keV @ 1MeV

OMC:
V-band imaging



JEM-X consists of two identical detectors,  JEM-X1 and JEMX2



Functional design of the JEM-X detector
(Graphic: ESA/JEM-X instrument team)



Some numbers...Some numbers...
Energy rangeFWHM3 – 35 keV0.40 

√

E[keV]Fully coded fov4.8 deg diameterHalf coded fov7.5 degZero coded fov13.2 degAngular resolution3 arcmin90% conf. 5

σ

1 arcminRelative timing122 

µ

sAbsolute timing1 ms

See JEM-X user manual
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Graphic: ISDC



Graphic: JEM-X Science Validation Report 5.0



Graphic: JEM-X user manual
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Graphic: JEM-X Science Validation Report 5.0



Graphic: JEM-X Science Validation Report 5.0
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JEM-X science analysis GUI



JEM-X science analysisJEM-X science analysis
_ Which JEM-X was on? Set jemxNum
_ Run from COR to IMA2
_ Select energy channels for the images - you
find the channel/energy correlation in the
cookbook
_ use the general reference catalog or your
personalized catalog
_ set the timing step
_ set IMA_DetSigSingle to <12 for weak sources

_ jemx_science_analysis on GCDE revolution
175 (38 pointings) takes about 1 hour



Screenshot after runningScreenshot after running
jemxjemx_science_analysis_science_analysis



JEM-X science analysisJEM-X science analysis
_ OBSTIME: observation time, effective exposure
time

_ J_MOSAIC_0.fits : intensity, significance image

_ JEM-X and SPI use the IROS method
_ scw/ directories: jmx2_sky_ima.fits (raw,
variance, residual, residual + source)



JEM-X mosaic image (1.5 - 12 keV) of the GCDE revolution 175 observation.   



JEM-X science analysisJEM-X science analysis
_ in order to combine spectra:
_ spe_pick group=“og_jmx2.fits[1]”
instrument=“JMX2” source=“J…..”
rootname=“GX3+1” sum =y

_ GX3+1_single_pha2.fits
_ GX3+1_single_arf2.fits
_ GX3+1_sum_pha.fits
_ GX3+1_sum_arf.fits

_ RMF is already linked



Spectrum loaded into XSPEC 11: cpd /xs     setplot energy    plot ldata



ignore **-2.0          ignore 20.0-**        plot ldata



model wa brems pow             fit                 plot ldata res



plot ufspec



JEM-X science analysisJEM-X science analysis
_ spectrum from a given position (where nothing
was detected) :
_ create a catalog and  include the position
_ add this catalog to all the catalogs in the
science window tree (see cookbook for
instructions)

_run jemx_science_analysis from SPE to SPE

_ fluxes only from spectral extraction



JEM-X science analysis summaryJEM-X science analysis summary
_ Use og_create with JMX1 or JMX2
_ go to the directory in the obs/ branch
_ run jemx_science_analysis from COR to IMA2
_ cat2ds9 for creating a region file
_ look at the mosaic significance image with
ds9 “J_MOSAIC_0.fits[2]”
_ extract the spectrum with spe_pick
_ use the extracted spectrum in XSPEC to
determine the flux


